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Summary of Questions and Answers 

 

Most of the questions refer specifically to the presentation that was given. Therefore, we 
recommend that you look through the slides or listen to the recording of the webinar before 
looking at these questions. 

 

 

1. With the 4-5-month lag what is the expected coverage of the first release of the 
dataset. Is it up to the end of May? 

We believe that the proxy registrations are substantially complete for May 2020 in the first 
release of the data (from the “cas2010” October version of the dataset). 

 

2. When will ICD11 start to be used for cancer registration? 

We currently use the cancer specific ICD-O system to register tumours, which is more 
granular for this purpose than ICD11. However, we expect to be able to both receive data 

from the NHS and report statistics in ICD11 when this system is widely adopted.  

 

3. If you omit unknown how do the FPR and FNR change? 

Removing the Unknowns and recalculating changes the overall FNE to 16.8% and FPE to 
4.0% 

 

4. What about cancers which are only 'diagnosed' at the time of death or through 
autopsy - how do they appear? 

These “Death Certificate Only” cases are not included in the Rapid Dataset, they typically 
comprise up to 2% of all cancers, so this mechanism explains perhaps 2 percentile points of 
the roughly 18% of missing data.  

 

5. What about accuracy at 60 days? 

Figures for 60 days are: FNE 19.0%, FPE 6.6%. 

 

6. How reliable would the rapid dataset be for analysing 'rare' cancers? 

Rare cancers have poorer data quality, unfortunately, and so more caution need be 
exercised in interpreting any features of the data. 
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7. Was there any difference in performance of the proxy and accuracy in picking up 
cancer by age at diagnosis? 

The main observation is that FNE is higher in older persons (roughly 75+) which we explain 
by higher numbers of these patient diagnoses via clinical investigation (rather than 
pathology) which are less well represented in the COSD dataset. 

 

8. What effect do the missing older people have on age standardised rates? 

As noted in the presentation the crude rates will be under-estimated by around 18% overall 

(although this varies substantially by cancer type). Since the weighting for persons older 
than 75 is lower than for younger persons they would be slightly less badly impacted by the 
missing data. However, the age-standardised rates will still be greatly under-estimated. 

 

9. When the Faster Diagnosis Standard dataset is formally implemented, we will be 
able to count diagnoses by CWT tumour pathway with a 2-month time lag. Does 
NDRS plan to undertake any checks between the FDS data records and (i) latest 
cancer incidence records or (ii) rapid registration records? Appreciating the 

cancer registry has richer, linked datasets but balancing that with the operational 
need to measure incidence changes rapidly. 

i) Our understanding is that even when the FDS is fully up and running we don’t expect the 
inclusion criteria to change so the comparison of case completeness in CWT against cancer 
registration would be more-or-less the same as previously explored 
(https://www.nature.com/articles/bjc2017452). If the inclusion criteria did change with FDS 

implementation, then a good argument could be made to repeat that work. 

 

ii) The rapid registration algorithm will use the best (defined by a balance of timeliness, FNE 
and FPE) data available. For FPE there’s not a lot to choose between CWT and COSD, but 

the FNE you get with COSD is significantly better than that with CWT. We could consider a 
mixed approach, at the cost of some additional algorithmic complexity, to take advantage of 
better timeliness. We’ve taken a very empirical approach, and we will examine the FDS 
data and see what we could make of it.  

 

10. How long will it take to get access to data? 

PHE is expediting information requests as much as possible as part of the response to 
Covid-19. Access to data will be in a timely manner and with the appropriate rigour and 
governance. 

 

11. Will NCRAS be providing a report/briefing on the toplines of what the data are 
showing so far? 

NCRAS is preparing an online tool containing the headline incidence and treatment figures, 
this will contain explanatory notes on how to interpret those figures. 

 

If you have any further questions or require clarification, please contact us at 

NDRSengagement@phe.gov.uk 
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